RATES
Empower Family Law charges flat fees for most services so you will know your costs
up-front. Empower Family Law gives you the peace of mind knowing that you won’t
receive a surprise monthly bill based on an hourly rate for an unknown number of hours
of work - one less stressor as you progress through your family law action.
The specific flat rate to be charged depends on a few factors specific to your situation.
At the time of the consultation, we will be able to quote you an accurate flat rate.
Legal advice and process is available for many types of family law actions - Divorce,
Parentage, Paternity, Parent Plan, Child Support, Contempt,Temporary Orders - to
name a few. Give us a call so we can provide you with legal solutions to empower you
and your family.
We are also available for additional services for filing or responding to motions, issuing
or responding to discovery requests, and meeting other court deadlines during litigation,
as case proceeds to trial or hearing.
All fees are discounted by 10% for active duty and retired/disabled military personnel.

CONSULTATIONS
Service

Fee

45 Minute Consultation

$99

HOURLY RATE (fees separate from flat rate package prices)
Service Provider

Fee per hour

Limited License Legal Technician

$150
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MEDIATION CHARGES
Deposits for mediation services will be billed as follows:
A deposit of six hours shall be paid prior to mediation.
5 hour session minimum - $1000 - 4 hours of mediation and 1 hour of preparation
time
Additional time beyond 4 hours is billed in 2 hour increments.
Service Provider

Fee per hour
$200 per hour - to be split by parties unless
otherwise agreed

Limited License Legal Technician

Travel Charges - if incurred

* Mediation services are provided a sliding
scale rate upon providing income
information. One party may be entitled to
reduced fees even if the other is not.
$50 an hour

Empower Family Law uses a “sliding scale” fee system for mediation involving two to four
parties. The hourly rate, per person, is based on gross (pre-tax), annual, household income.
Each party provides confidential proof of household income (such as a current, year-to-date
pay stub) to establish sliding scale eligibility.
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ADDITIONAL FEES *
Services

Fee

Filing (varies by type of action)

$56 – $314

Electronic Delivery of Working Copies

$7+

Process Service (varies by location, wait times, and ability to
locate individual)

$50+

Guardian ad Litem (varies by county and/or GAL rates)

$400+

Parenting Seminar(varies by county)

$40+

Private Mediation

$200+
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